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Weiss Delivers State
The fiscal crisis in the State
Colleges has been with us in
severe form for the past two
years. We at Kean have felt the
tight squeeze of limited fiscal
resources at the time in the history of the College when we
have achieved great progress in
broadening the scope of aca-

demic programs. Needed oppo rt unities have been
developed in the liberal arts and
professional disciplines while we
have
maintained viable
education major programs. Even
with the serious reduction in
State support in the past two
years, we have continued to

o£rer-expanded educational opporiunities for a significant
number of New Jersey
citizens-now fourteen thousand undergraduate and
graduate full-time and part-time
students.
Wiih further drastic budget
reductions proposed for next

year, we face the greatest single-drop in State financial support
in the history of the College.
Ironically , these cuts come at a
time when the College is in the
best position ever to provide
educational opportunities _in a
wide range of major fields attractive to students and needed in
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by Bill Arends
The AFT held a vote last week
on the latest state proposals for
the new contract. These
proposals were rejected by a
vote of 1646 to 34.
The proposals included, according to an AFT newsletter, a
heavier workload for teachers
and fewer benefits for all
members of the bargaining unit.
State AFT leader, MarcoAntonio Lacatena stated after the
vote, "The state's negotiating
posture amounts to nothing less
than blackmail. Our members
recognize this and are not intimidated. "
"This vote is a message," stated
Bob Sitelman, president of the
KCFT ," " for our people to go
back to the table."
" Professor Bensen, president
of the rival KC Facuiry Association sounded this note. The
vote was not heavy among our
members because the union did
not respond prope rly to our
demands for open discussion
before any vote." Bensen also
claimed that a secret report was
(Continued on hack pal(e)

and rallies "recalling the mood
of the si .. ties" have been the
result of 25 per cent tuition hikes
and layoffs of up to 80 faculty
members at a single school.
Students hit with the second
tuition increase during the year
at the University of Georgia
formed an indignant crowd in
mid-January, protesting what
amounted to a 25 per cent increase in their tuition for the
year. While tuition has skyrocketed, cutbacks have

J

Students Question Weiss
by Barbara Walcoff

A crowd of approximately 150
students marched to President
Weiss' office last Thursday to
protest budget cuts that "will
have a definite effect upon their
education at Kean."
This group of students, mostly
Fine Arts majors were ·protesting against cuts in the Fine Arts
program and wanted to bring
this to the attention of the
President. The main concern of
the group was the elimination of
the textile program. This cut
means that the Fine Arts majors
will lose approximately one
quarter of their craft program
while another department,
Management Science, has had
six new faculty members
retained.

~ick Rizzo, speaking for the
students, demanded that the individual departments who
realize where priorities are,
should decide where the cuts
should be made. "Administrators," Rizzo added, "don' t
know the needs of the students."
Weiss responded to this b.y reassuring the group that "We are
trying our best." Nothing, according to Weiss is final and
everything depends upon the
Governor's budget.
Weiss hopes to find the money
to continue the textile program
and promised that "Nobody will
be denied the right to finish
(school)."
Weiss hopes to get funds restored but if not, "we have a
problem."
President
Weiss
asserted several times that he is
concerned for the Fine Arts
department but he must ~re-

sent the entire college.
Thei'e arecuu acrcm t~l!flrlle .
school. The staff will be reduced.
At Trenton State College in
All faculty will have their hours
New Jersey, students and faculty
raised. Many programs have to
are gearing up for a strike on
be cut.
March 15 to protest tuition inWhen asked, Weiss said that
creases of $265 and staff cuthe would back the group at the
backs that could send 80 faculty
Board of Trustees meeting
members into the streets. Chancellor Ralph Dungan was struck scheduled for February 23, but
he added that the group must
with eggs as he explained the
help themselves.
school's $1.5 million budget cut" I have tried to get the
back for the comi.ng year. Along
Presidents of the State Colleges
(Continued on hQlk pa!(e)
together. I've also been in Trenton trying to turn the situation
around," Weiss said. "But letters
have to be written to the
Legislators."
rng of their position. For the first
Dave Donaldson supported
time, there seemed to be a prospect for peace. However, Mr.
Weiss' position and added that
Binnun admitted to another only a minimal amount of corresquestioner that the situation was
pondence has reached legismore deperate now and that unlators and they wonder who the
til the Arabs give up their dream "we they and them" on camto destroy Israel, conflicts and
puses are. Donaldson and Weiss
problems will remain.
urged everyone to write, teleThe speakers exmphasized the
phone or visit'their Legislators.
basic point that Arabs must
At the Townsend Lecture on
acknowledge Israel's right to exFriday night after asking for all
istence. The spokesmen ex- concerned to communicate with
pressed hope for a general · their Legislators, Weiss comawareness among the Arabs that mented, " As a II roads once led to
Israel will be a part of the world
Rome, now all roads lead to
Trenton."
forever.

trimmed library hours, health

siudent

services and faculty and studem

agree.

jobs on the campus.
A rally that drew students and
faculty hit hard on the effects increases in tuition would have on
minority students. A black
speaker charged that tuition
hikes would "come down
hardest on the people least able
to pay." Black members of the
school's student council have
threat.ened to call for a tuition
strike even if the rest of the

. . .for cabbage.
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Tuiti on Hikes Sdinber Mood

Voters Reject
State Proposals

(Continued on hack pal((' )

I

See page fifteen . ..

(CPS)-Tuition
hikes and
budget cutbacks. are giving an
ug1y edge to the mood of
students hemmed in by spiraling costs. Although most schools
are staying tight-lipped about
their budget for next year,
colleges that have put the bad
news on the line have been met
with angry rallies, threats of combined student/staff strikes and
accusations that higher
education is becoming the
domain of the rich.
In Georgia, Illinois, Ohio and
New Jersey students have confronted administrat0rs in the
past month over education costs
they feel are becoming prohibitively high. Shoving matches
between regents and students,
egg-pelted college presidents

the State.
Obviously our fiscal problem
at Kean is shared by the other
public institutions of higher
education in the State as well as
other State agencies. The Gover- nor has recommended a budget
which is significantly less than

government

doesn't

Palestinian Question Discussed
by Barbara Jacobson

Yoram Binnun, a representative from the Israeli Conselate, and Heshie Gurowitz, 2
spokesman from the Labor
Zionist Youth Movement, participated in a discussion of the
Palestinian question. The discussion was sponsored by the
Jewish Student Union.
The program consisted of
questions from the audience
directed to the speakers. A
member of the audience who
had visited Israel during January
commented that he had seen a
new Israeli military presence in
major cities including Hebron
and Bethlehem. Binnun responded by admitting that he had
not been to Israel recently; consequently, he could not say
whether the Israeli occupation
has become more intense. He
did confirm, however, that certain old Jordanian military
positions had been taken over by
Israelis. Gurowitz added that
some amount of military policing
is , of course, necessary.
The members of the audience
and the panel discussed the right
of the Palestinians to statehood.
Mr. Binnun stated that the
current policy of the Israeli
government was that a permanent Jewish settlement would
be permitted in the West Bank.
He further explained that the
Palestinians had never had selfdetermination ·r. government

and were not prepared to handle
it.
The main concern of the
audience was the future of Israel
as a nation. Could Israel survive?
Both Mr. Binnun and Mr. Gurnwitz felt that the Jewish Defense
League (JDL) program is self-destructive in that it inhibits
attempts to secure peace in Israel. In regard to relations
between Jews and Gentiles in the
Middle East, Mr. Binnun said that
after the 1967 war, Israelis and
Palestinians finally felt that they
were coming to an understand-

by Magda Ga/is-Menendez
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Pot Protected by Constitution?
(CPS)-The Joint you are
smoking may soon be protected
by the U.S. Constitution, if a
number of suits being filed in
state and federal courts around
the country are successful.
Alaska has already given constitutional protection to pot use
in the home.
The National Organization for
the Reform of Marijuana Laws
(NORML), the nation's most
successful pot lobby, has filed
suits claiming that the use of
marijuana in the home falls
under the protection of the constitutional right to privacy.
NORML has filed suits in California, Illinois, Tennessee and the
District of Columbia.
· The suits mark a major shift in
NORML's strategy, which has
formerly concentrated its
resources on lobbying efforts in
Congress and various state legislatures. NORML was instrumental in getting marijuana decriminalized in six states.
But the decision of the Alaska
Supreme Court broke the ice on
the constitutional issue and set a
strong precedent that will be
used in the other suits. NORML

Fi/mmakinK
ProKr am Qffered
Students with an interest in
film may be finding that study
opportunities are limited or that
colleges have had to curtail their
filmmaking programs due to the
economic cutbacks. The Gray
Film
Atelier , a non-profit,
independent film studio with attached apprentice school , offers
an alternative of filmmaking
program .
The Atelier, now in its fifth
year ot operation, receives
grants from the New York State
Council on the Arts and the
National Endowment. The year
long Atelier program is designed
to facilitate the transfer of credits
to numerous colleges, and a
portfolio
of
professional
references is available upon
completion of the apprenticestudy program.
The Gray Film Atelier is
located in Hoosick Falls, New
York, just across the Vermont
border. The Atelier bridges the
gulf between the classroom and
the realities of a working studio.
Apprentices gain professional
experience working on studio
projects while writing and directing short works of their own.
Each apprentice learns the entire
studio process from the creation
of an initial idea through treatment and story conferences,
shooting , the several editing
stages , and, finally, publicity and
distribution. Beginners are often
accepted .
Apprentices are currently assuming key jobs on a contemporary adaptation of the morality
play, The Moral
Film Of
Everyman, a grant supported
project. Everyman will be written
and directed by the Atelier's
Director, Paul Gray, the former
head of the Drama and Film
Department
at
Bennington
College and the head of the Film
Studies Department at the
Universite du Nouveau Monde
in Switzerland. Mr. Gray's filmography includes the controversial P.I.N .S., a documentary of
the fantasies of incarcerated
children, Aphasia . and the
feature length film The Voyage
Of Zahara . Another project
currently in the research and
development stages includes a
documentary on the intelligence
gathering community.
Candidates for the 1976-77
Atelier program are now being
reviewed . Interested students
should write the Gra y Film
Atelier, Wilson
Hill Road .
Hoosick Falls. N.Y. 12090 for
more information .

will now d evote a much great er
proportion of its resources t o
court battles than it had earli er,
but will continue to lobby in
legislatures as well .
The Alaska Supreme Court, in
its unanimous ruling, stated that
there was no firm evidence that
marijuana use ~as harmful to the
user or would " constitute a public health problem of any
significant dimension . . . Mere
scientific doubts," said the court,
"did not warrant government intrusion into the privacy of the
home."
Since the Alaska decision was
based on a privacy clause in the
state constitution rather than the
U.S. Constitution, it cannot be
appealed to the U.S. Supreme
Court.
That aspect is one of the advantages of pursuing marijuana
reform through the courts rather
than legislative bodies, according to Keith Stroup, director of
NORML. The court decision is
not subject to the whimsy of
politicians . Once the decision is
made in a state supreme court,
based on the state constitution, it
has fundamental protection that
can only be changed by that
court itself or by a constitutional
amendment .
A decision putting marijuana
use under the protection or the
right of privacy would also allow
someone to cultivate the weed
for personal use and to transport it as well . Under the Alaska
decision, there is no const it ut ional
protection
for
amounts of marijuana for sale
rather than for personal use.
But as the same time, there is
no maximum quantity explicity
set for personal use and the court
generally assumed that amounts
of pot ranging from eight ounces

to one p ound are fo r personal
use. Th is amount is much greater
than that set in even the most
Ii beral laws passed by state legis1at u re s, which generally
designate an ounce or less for
personal use.
In addi ii on to the principle
argument of the right of privacy,
the suits also claim that current
marijuana laws constitute cruel
and unusual punishment for the
offense involved, and that the
laws deny equal treatment under
law, since alcohol and tobacco
are not treated the same even
though there is definite proof
that they can pose health
hazards.
Some of the arguments opposing constitutional protection
for the private use of marijuana
state that the substance has
indeed proven to be dangerous
and that constitutional protection would open the door for
similar rulings
for more
dangerous drugs such as heroin.
Peter Meyer, legal counsel for
NORML, counters these
arguments on the grounds that
the suit deals only with marijuana, that there is no positive
proof of harm and that the
burden of proof is on the state to
prove that pot "poses some significant threat to the individual
or danger to the public welfare " -a threat that has not been
proven .
In addition, Meyers said, even
if a substance were to prove
cfangerous to an individual, it
would still violate his constitutional right to use it personally: "Why don't we have
laws against skydiving? That's
dangerous."
Until the Alaska decision,
courts would not rule on the
constitutional question, but
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rather take "an easy out" by
claiming that marijuana was an
issue for the legislatures, said
Meyers. They "simply did not
want to get involved," he explained. But now that Alaska has
taken " a leadership role," other
courts are more likely to confront the privacy issue, Meyers
added.

The question is bound to reach
the U.S. Supreme Court. Since
the District of Columbia lies
under federal jurisdiction, the
suit has been filed in federal
court. An appeal would go directly to the U.S. Supreme Court,
according to Stroup of NORML,
either side that loses will
definitely take it to the high
court. form!¥ Attorney General

Travel Catalog Given Avvay
The Council on International
Educational Exchange (CIEE) , the
largest student travel organization in the U .S., is giving the
1976 Student Travel Catalog away
for free. What's in it for you? If
you're affiliated with a college,
university or school , there' s
plenty! If you' re a teacher , a
student or an administrator , the
Catalog has 50 pages of bargains , benefits and travel advice
just in time for your next trip.
This year's Catalog, bigger
than ever before, has all you
need to know about the ins and
outs of low-cost travel all over
the world: 125 money-saving
charter flights to Europe from
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles
and San Francisco for all
members of the educational
community ; and student flights
at half the regular price connecting cities in Europe, Asia, Africa
and the Middle East. There's
even a special bargain flight to
Tahiti in July that will get you
there in time to join the weeklong celebration of " Fete."
The C.it.ilog also explains the
extraordinary advantages of the
International Student Identity
Card,
internationally recognized proof of student status
which entitles holders to thousands of discounts and benefits
worldwide. The Catalog includes
information on low-cost accommodations around the
world. educational travel insurance, special student tours ,
and bargains for all students and
educators in train and car travel
in Europe. There·s also a description of an excellent program that can help students get
work in Great Britain, Germany
or France .
The Student Travel Catalog includes appli cations for ever vt hi ng it describes - including ct list
oft he best books ever wr itten for
student and budget travelers .
For .i copv of the Student

Travel Catalog, write to Cl EE,
Dept. EMC, at 777 United
Nations Plaza , New York , New
York 10017, or 236 North Santa
Cruz , #314 , Los Gatos, California
95030 , and enclose 25¢ to cover

postage costs. Or, if you're in the
neighborhood, stop in and pick
up a copy at either office they 're both open from 9:00 a.m.
to 5:00 p.m. , Monday through
Friday.

Money Orders Now
Available By Phone
The Western Union Telegraph Company announces that
beginning August 4, 1975 the
Money Order-by-phone service was extended to all Master
Charge cardholders in the 48
contiguous states , providing
students on college campuses
with a fast and simple way of
sending and obtaining money in
a hurry.
This service now eliminates
the necessity of depositing cash
in person at a Western Union oftice or agency. By simply ca Iii ng
800-851-2300 (Illinois 800-6422430) toll free at any hour of the
day or night, a Master Charge
cardholder can transmit up to
$300 in cash by charging it to
their Master Charge account.
Western Union then checks

D'Angola Biro
Passes Away
The members of the College
community mourn the passing of
Mrs . Anita (D' Angola) Bfro. Professor Emeritus and member of
the Faculty from 1916 to 1956.
She was ·a graduate of the
College. Class of 1915. and a
member of the Faculty of the
Department
of
Ph y sical
Education during her fort y-year
professional affiliation with the
College .
Mrs . Biro died on Sundav .
Janu.in 11. 197b.

the individual account and advises the sender of the location
and hours of the paying office
closest to the intended recipient .
Delivery is guaranteed within
two hours to any of more than
5,000 Western Union offices or
agencies when that office or
agency is open, however, past
experience has shown that transmissions have usually been made
within 30 minutes.
Since many students do live
away from home, the distance
bEitween them and emergency
funds is shortened by this fast, efficient way of wiring money. It
makes it easier for both students
and parents to transmit and
receive money for tuition,
books , travel expenses , and the
many situations where students
find an immediate need for
money, with as little effort as
dialing the phone; and in emergency situations like these, keeping inconvenience at a minimum is mandatory.
Cash to the customer for a
charge card money order is $6.75
plus the cash amount requested
for money orders up to $50. The
service fee rises by $.75 for each
additional $50 or less to a maximum of $10.50 for $300 money
order . the maximum amount
allowed.
Mount

LAKEHOLM VIEWER
Vernon
Navarene
College
lv1ount Vernon . Ohio

Ramsey Clark will donate his
time to argue for NORML's suit .
In California , the suit cites
privacy clauses in both the state
and federal constitutions .
California boasts more marijuana arrests than any other
state. In Los Angeles County
alone, where the suit has been
filed (along with San Francisco
County) the number of pot busts
is higher than in most states. Even
though California has recently
passed legislation reducing marijuana penalties, the law does not
go far enough, according to Gordon Brownell , west coast director of NORML
The absolute earliest that the
suits in various states are expected to reach trial in lower
courts is next spring. They may
not reach the state supreme
courts orthe U.S. Supreme Court
for two years.

Get High On
Pot and Cancer
(CPS)-Marijuana,
that
wonderful, euphoria-producing weed, can also produce
cancer, if a recent report published by a professor at Indiana
University at Bloomington is
correct.
Dr. Milos Novotny, associate
professor of chemistry, concluded that marijuana is even
more carcinogenic than tobacco. And as if that result is not
painful enough, the report
added · tha t "the marijuana
constituents that make cannibis
marijuana attractive for its
smokers , the so-called cannabinoids , are most likely precursors for formation of card nogens."
In other words , the more
potent the dope, the more carcinogenic it is. That Colombian
you just paid an arm and a leg for
many not only be dynamite but
poison as well.
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Discrimination Hurts Hookers

The star lady of the afternoon
was Margo St. James, found e r
and c hairmada me of COYOTE
(Call Off Yo ur Old Tired Et hi cs),
a n up-an d-co m ing " loose
wome n's o rganization" fignt ing
for decr im ina lization of
prosit ution.
Lo o king
und e rsta nd a bl y
weat he red, but still fe isty, the 38yea r-old St. Jam es was greeted by
a raucous applause and scatte red
wolf-wh istles. Anticipati ng the
audie nce's firs t question, she admitted her stat us as a ret ured
harlot. " I' m too busy talking
abou t it to do it," St. James
remarked.
"The government is the worst
pimp - and the strongest," St.
James decried . " Prositution laws
are enforcement of one-sided
monogamy ," she Cont inued, " A
man is considered virile if he has
numerous experiences where a
woman is thought of as cheap,
vulgar, or dirty if she does."
St. James tired to dispel some
of the myths surrounding

hookers and the profession.
" ThP.V are not all lesbians and
ja,;td despisers of ..-,en," she
pointed out. " Money is the
biggest reason and adventure is
the next." She also denounced
the notion of the wealthy trollop,
as prostitutes are subjected to
wage drainage all down the line
from bellhops, hotel owners,

doctors and cops . "The police
either want a piPce or money,"
she said.
Engaging in some legitimate
intercourse with the audience,
St. James was asked about t he
demand for male prostitutes
during a question and answer
period. " How often can a man
work? " she answered. " Woman
-can work for $5 a trick, but a man
turning $5 tricks would be burnt
out."
Illuminating the audience as to
the cost to the taxpayer in bringing a street-walker before the
courts, St. James stated " The cost
of arresting a prostitute in San
Francisco is $1 ,700 and since
public prosecutors are used, the
cost is about double. " She added
" And if they're customers
they're paying three times ."
Th~ audience was curious
about t he ins-and-outs of the
business. "What it comes down
to is taking turns doing each
other," the ex-call girl stated.
"Most women don't do 'flatbackers'," she stated, adding,
"Sure we enjoy it if the customer's good. "

Standardized Tests An
Evil~Liken Schools
to Factories
Standardized tests are " like a
lock on the mind, a guard at the
factory gate ," the executive
director of the National
Education Association said noting that " the only real
beneficiaries, aside from the test
marketers themselves, are
insecure school managers striving for comfort in their relations
with school boards , legislators,
and governors. "
Terry Herndon, in a speech
delivered at a Commonwealth
Club luncheon in San Francisco,
said the tests follow the technic.a\/indll!ttria\ mode\ in which
teachers are treated like assembly-line foremen and students

are treated like cars.
"It's time to get the children
out of the factory and back into
the classroom where they
belong," the former Michigan
teacher declared.
Herndon explained he was
talking about such things as
college board tests, achievement
tests given to elementary and
secondary school
children,
graduate record exams, and the
so-called IQ tests-in fact, any
test that compares performance
to predetermined norms and is
administered in identical form to
large numbers of students.
The speaker said that current
public dissatisfaction with the
schools-including test
scores-relates to the public
mood which tends increasingly
toward fear , cynicism, and frustration.
"Apparently, it's a mood that,
in the absence of a unifying
national leadership, moves a
great many of us to lash out indiscriminately, taking insufficient care to identify the
enemy," said Herndon. He
pointed out that polls show a loss
of confidence in business and
government, and to only a
slightly less degree in virtualiy
every other institution of
authority .
Teachers' strong fee Ii ng that
standardized testing has come to
constitute a serious threat to
their ability to perform as professionals in the classroom was
dramatized this year in East Whittier, California, where, for the
first time . anywhere, stand.irdized testing became the
central issue at bargaining
between sch0ol teachers and
school management. The board
instituted dismissal proceedings
against 300 tec1chers , but
withdrew them after the
tear: ners struck.
The explanation of the
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Continuing Ed Program
Offers Something for All
Whether your be nt is a new
learni ng ex pe rie nce, se lf-expressio n, entertain me nt or exercise yo u ca n fi nd a course to suit
you in Kean College's Contin uing Educati on Progra m for
Spring 1976. Courses a re
scheduled for each eveni ng of
the week, and also o n the
weekend.
Beginni ng Monda y, March 8,
The Free Pu bl ic Foru m wil l offer,
" Electi on, 1976: U.S. at the Crossroads," an anal ysis of primari es,
campa ign techniques and the
convention system. In addition,
participants are invited to attend
a Mock Convention organized
by students and faculty of the
Political Science Department at
Kean College on March 15, 16
and 17.
" Movement and Communication:
An Action
Workshop," a six-session course
beginning Tuesday, April 6, is
designed to improve personal
effectiveness
and
selfawareness.
"Acting for Fun" beginning
Wednesday, April 14, provides a
creative and recreational outlet
for men and women who have
always wanted to try their hand
at acting. The course includes exercise in imagination, characterization, improvisation and scene
study.
In response to demand, we
have scheduled two sections of
" Fundamentals of Tennis," a
nine-sesion course in basic skills.
One section will be offered on
Wednesday evenings, beginning
April 17, the other on Thursday
evenings, beginning March 25.
"International Folk Dancing"
under the popular leadership of

Marc h 4. Th is course introduces
t he beginner to bas ic steps a nd
easy da nces fro m all countries.
" Athe Ascent of Ma n' A Fil m
and Dia log ue Expe rie nce" is a
guided prese ntation of the first
six e pisodes of the Jaco b
Br onows ki masterpiece, begi nni ng Friday, Ma rch 26. Specialists
in ant hropol ogy, the life and
p hysic al sci ences a nd architect ura l history will provide
an opportuni ty for disc ussion of
man 's fascinating journe y
through time.

McDonald's Goes
International

(CPS-PNS )
-Ronald
· McDonald is doing some traveling these days, introducing the
Big Mac to China. The burger
barons are selling about 7,000
hamburgers a day in Hong Kong
while apple pies are going at a
faster rate than at any of the 3,300
McDonald's scattered across the
globe.
Daniel Ng, whose friends now
call him the " Hamburger King of
Hong Kong," claims that his franchise is doing better business
than 90 per cent of the American
McDonald's.
Part of the reason for his
success is that the Chinese have
yet to catch on to making
burgers. One English-language
paper, rhapsodizing over the arrival of the golden arches, said
that the competition is a "stringy,
rubbery ball of hash capped by a
slap of bullet-hard bun that restaurants have the audacity to call
a hamburger."
With the except.ion of bum,, a\\
Bill Brooks, will again be offered food
for the Chinese
in a twelve-session course on McDonald's is imported from
Thursday evenings beginning the U.S.

teachers ' deep feelings lies partl y
" in the emergence of a new
dynamic in the American workplace-the professional union,"
Herndon told \he California
group.
" Professional employees.
.not only care about the product-they are willing, if need
be, to Strike for quality,"
Herndon asserted . "And this,
believe me, is what is at the heart
of teacher unrest in this country. "
Daily Nexus
It is the concern for quality
University of California
education that has caused the
at Santa Barbara
Nf.A to ca\l tor a moratorium on
standardized testing-in East
Senate Passes Legislation
Whittier and across the nation,
the executive director noted.
Declaring that "standardized
testing must go," he offered the
following reasons :
Up until now, only piecemeal ing pain and suffering from
But regardless of the financial
• Education is a very complex
process-entirely too complex attempts have been made to generation to generation, and costs of treating genetic disease,
for the · most involved stan- fight the host of genetic diseases inflicting heavy burdens on in- the emotional pressure on the
dardized test to measure. For ex- which afflict more than 12 dividuals and on society as a family of the afflicted individual
ample, in Michigan it was found million Americans. However, the whole. An estimated 36 per cent . is staggering. Despite advances
of all miscarriages are caused by in detection, prevention, and
that 45 separate factors or objec- Senate has now passed legistives were required just to des- lat ion Harrison A. Williams, Jr. genetic defects; 40 per cent of all treatment, there is still no availsponsored to launch a compre- infant mortality results from able therapy for the vast majority
cribe math skills.
• People disagree on the goals hensive and unified national at- genetic factors; and one of three of genetic disorders. Many of the
of education. Some parents want tack on the whole range of admissions to a children's hos- victims of these diseases die an
job preparation; some, college genetic disorders.
pital is for a genetic problem. early death or spend years wastSome of the better know are Some 25 per cent of all beds in ing away in institutions - never
acceptance; others, mere custodial care or something else. Yet Sickle Cell Anemia, Cooley's institutions for the handicapped having a chance to lead useful
standardized tests take for Anemia, Tay-Sachs disease, are for those with genetic lives.
During the past five years the
granted that everybody places hemophilia , mongolism, cystic diseases, and 80 per cent of the
equal value on whatever skill is fibrosis , muscular dystrophy, and incidence of mental retardation Congress has addressed itself to a
few genetic diseases, one at a
Huntington's chorea, but there
has a genetic source.
being tested.
time, on a very limited basis. But
• Testing fosters big are many, many more--sorne
The economic costs involved studies show that, often, genetic
brotherism. "The assumption still undetected. Moreover,
behind the tests," Herndon ex- genetic components contribute are enormous. For example, the diseases are interrelated. Unplained, "is that kid's don't know to common diseases Ii ke cost to society for caring for fortunately, the legislative
what is good for them, parents diabetes, high blood pressure, those suffering from Down's record of multiple bills dealing
don't know what is good for their schizophrenia, heart disease, syndrome, which has an es- with individual diseases has
timated frequency of one in 600 fostered a fragmented approach
children, and even teacherc can't and some forms of cancer.
births, and results in neuro- to r~earch and treatment of
Altogether , there are more
be trusted. Such testing wurks
logical impairment, is about $1.7 these disorders. The time has
against parent-teacher decision than 2,000 genetic diseases, causbillion every year. The medical come--in the view of the scienmaking and toward control by
bill for a child with Tay-Sachs tific community-to go beyond
outside authorities. "
million a year industry. "To as• Testing encourages con- sume that the testing industry disease ranges from $20,000 to the disease-by-disease apformity at the expense of would !mprove scores to the $40,000 each year over the three- proach.
The recently passed Senate bill
creativity. The only child to point where it would put itself to-five year life span. Treatment
benefit is the absolutely average out of business is like believing for hemophilia can cost as much authorizes $375 million for
child-with testmarks defining that ~the Soviet state is actually
(Continued on back paf{e)
as $12,000 a year.
average. Tests tan dictate what a going to wither away," he
child must learn, obligate a remijrked.
teacher to concentrate on cerPointing out that the 118-yeartain subjects at the risk of his or -old NEA was formed on the
her job.
The vandalism of traffic signs signs, worth $150, ranged from
concept of accountability to
• Standardized-tests fail to do professional standards, he noted seems like a harmless prank, yet stop signs to a school crossing
what is claimed for them. He ex- reasons why the association ob- in many cases the result is the sign.
plained why they are ineffective, jects to evaluating teachers, or death or injury of innocent vicJust about a month before
or even harmful , as a basis for accountability, on the basis of tims.
these findings, a stop sign has
allocating resources, in provid- standardized test results. Among
In Illinois, vandalism of road been removed at an intersection
ing data for intell igent decisions . these, he said, is objection "to signs carries up to a $1 ,000 fine in Northern Illinois, resulting in
a bout students ' education being required to teach to the and the person responsible is the death of an entire family
needs, in saving money, or in minimum performance level
criminally liable for any damage whose car was hit by a semievaluating teacher performance. permissible on a test rather than
trailer truck.
which happens at the scene.
Herndon underscored the to the maximum achievable
At Bradley University the
The Scout,
" enormous expense" of testing through the individual capability
security force confiscated eight
Bradley University
programs, the product of a $200 of the child."
signs from a fraternity house. The

Genetic Diseases Attacked

#

Stolen Signs Pose Problems
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independenl nde endent
Editorial
In the last several weeks the Independent has received a
number of complaints regarding the Student Organ, an
information paper provided by the Student Organization.
The complainants have expressed their concern over the
handling of the Student Organization budget and the fact that
disbursals were not adequately explained. In response to
these inquiries the Business Manager of Student Organization has provided a schedule of open hearings where students will be able to view at first hand the process for approving financial allocations. We urge all concerned students to
attend these meetings. Get your information at the source,
take part in the process, make your feelings known - then
complain. At least you'll know what you're talking about.
· MONEY?
Do you care where your money goes? If you do, you' ll have an opportunity to express your feelings at public hearings to be conduct ed by
Student Organ ization as part of its budget deliberations for the Student
Activi tie s fee (the $35 each full time student pays each semester). The
following student groups will be reviewed at .the dates indicated below:
I. February 2 4, 1976 at 1 :40 P.M. in Alumni Lounge, Downs Hall Departmental and Special Interest Groups
Council fo r Exceptiona l Children.
Engl ish Club
Management Science Association
Psychology Club
,
Political Science Club
Science O rgan ization
Sociology Club
S.C.A.T.E.
Social Work Club
Spanish Cultural Social Club
Third World Movement
II. February 26, 1976 at 3:05 P.M. in Meeting Room A, Downs Hall Campus Media
Independent
Dana (Grubstreet Writer)
Memorabili a
KCTV - Television
WNSC - Radio
Il l. March 2, 1976 at 1: 40 P.M. in Alu mni Lo unge, Downs Hall - Student
Go vern m e nt Co mmi ttees
St ud ent Coun cil
Student Organi zat ion Projects
Athletics
Capital Expenditures
Class of 1977
Class of 1978
Class of 1979
IV. March 4, 1976 at 3:05 P.M. in Meeting Room A, Downs Hall - Campus Service Organi zations
College Center Board
Orientation '77
Residents ' Association
National Student Association
Communication - Help Center
Squire's First Aid Squad
Townsend Lecture Series
Social Committee
Day Care Center

eiters~p

Student Got the
Organ Crazies?
Flogged
Again
To all st udents:
This b ri ef note is in support of
t he letter wr itten by Sa lvatore
Cardaci t ha t appeared in t his
new spa per o n Februa ry 12, 1976.
The Stu dent Organ was very
ge nerali stic, if not vag ue, in its
approach to te ll t he student
populati on how t hey spend
money. Where ar e the specific
detai ls tha t are needed in order
to show t hat t he student
orga nizati o n
is an open
organization ? Is the orga nization
rea lly wi ll ing to listen to the majority, or j ust a min ority?
Apathetics awake;
A Senior
John Horvat h

Do you know of a person who
is leaning o n you, but reall y
needs profess ion al hel p. Perhaps
a friends, a fam ily member, or a
neighbor is looking for more
help t han you ca n give t hem.
You can be of rea l hel p by
suggesti ng they contact COPE.
COPE ca n prompt ly hook
t hem up wit h a program or
pr ivate p rofessio nal that fits t heir
pr oblem and t heir fi nancial
mea ns. COPE also works as
"CLIENT ADVOCATE" to ensur e
t hat cl ients get the help they are
entitled to.
Althou gh COPE is a non-profit
professi onal orga nizatio n, services are not free but m odest
eno u gh fo r anyo ne to affor d.
Yo u ca n be sure that co ntact wit h
COPE will be strictly confi dent ial.
For
f urt her
inf ormation call: COPE SERVICES
CO U NCI L 843-2673 or P.O . Box
792, Paramus, N.J. 07652.

On M.irch 15, li, & 17, the Polltlc.il'Sdenc!I!! dep;utmen\ o4 "--n
college will hold a Mock Democratic National Convention. The key-

note speaker will be Rep. Elizabeth Holtzman (D-NY) a member of
the house Judiciary Committee. This was done in 1972 and Sen.
George M cGovern was nominated. Any interested student should
sign up at the Political Science office J-105.
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Evening
Child Care
Center
•

IS

Open
Time: 4:30-8:00 Mon.-Thurs.
Place: CCN-110 Phone: 527-2293
Fee: $1 .00 per day/per child
children between the ages of
3 and 10 years old
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OP-Eb
By now most students have received the letter I sent to you, asking you to inform
your legislators of your opposition to cutbacks in higher education. I want to remind
you not to take my request lightly. With the rally in Trenton on Feb. 19, 1976, I'm sure
you will open a lot of eyes. If you send those letters now, they will certainly be read and
hopefully you, as well as all of us, will ben.efit from some positive action with regard to
the higher education budget .
In writing, you may need some suggestions in regard to letters to your legislators:
1. Be informed regarding the facts. Understand the 'pros' and 'cons' about the
specific issue in question.
2. Be positive and constructive. Avoid criticism. If possible, compliment your legislator on some recent action, vote, or public statement. In fact, it is good taste occasionally to devote one's entire letter to praise for some constructive proposal or action. Your elected representatives and officials seldom receive such letters. When they
do arrive, they are greatly appreciated.
3. Make your letter penonal. Each letter should be individualized and written in your
own words. Avoid sending duplicated 'form' letters or postcards.

Live A Fuller, More Rewarding Ute

Alternate
Life Styles
~mily Synergy
Lecture & Discussion
Thursday, February 19
7:30 p.m. - W-100
Speakers:
Brian Burley• Judy Harrow• Henry Hudgins
Sponsored by the Psychology Club
Refreshments

FREE
LEGAL SERVICES
Counseling By A Practicing Attorney
Every Thursday from 1:00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M.

STUDENT ORGANIZATION OFFICES
COLLEGE CENTER BLDG

Kean College of New Jersey
PROBLEMS?

Landlord-tenant
Divorce
Traffic vi o lat ions
Contracts
Criminal

Co nsum er
Government Benefits
Insurance
Employment
"You Name It"

Call 289-6200 for Information

4. If possible, use a typewriter. If your letter is not typed, be sure to write in a legible
hand, with words spelled correctly and with care given to proper form.
5. Make your letter dmely. Be sure to send it to the legislator when the bill you·are
interested in is being considered before his particular legislative body. Let the government official know that you are concerned and knowledgeable. Yol! maywishto refer
to past votes on the same issue or on similar ones.
6. Keep your letter to the point. By keeping each letter reasonably brief and limiting
the subject matter to a single issue, your letter wi II have a better chance of receiving the
fullest attention. If you are writing about specific legislation, refer to the accurate title
and number of the bill.
7. Newer be antagonistic, but rather, be friendly. Remember, as the author, you
should never pose as 'the enemy' of the legislator. Never imply a threat.
8. Make suggestions in a positive way for correcting any shortcomings that may exist
in the legislation up for consideration.
Let us not waste any more time. Get these letters out!
Thank-you
David G. Donaldson
President Student Organization

February 19, 1976
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1
by Buz Wh elan
Ah , the de monstratio ns of the
'60'sl W hat was it about them
that made them so electric?
Were we so different t hen?
Per haps it was the ca uses. O ne
ca n be so idealistic about endi ng
a war. The rh etori c about bombing civ il ia ns and ri ghts of selfdeterm inati on was o fte n st irring
and fill ed us w it h the energy of
self-righteousness. Oh, how
noble we all were. Somehow,
you just can't generate the same
kind of enthusiasm with today's
problems . The firing of a textile
weaving instructor doesn' t outrage the soul the way bombing
an orphanage did. Cutting back
on the library science program
isn' t the same as razing a small
village . More's the pity.
Even when we finally get
together in our pitifully small
numbers, something is still missing. There isn't that fiery indignation, the reckless defiance
of those days of old. Last week's
" demonstration " was a perfect
example.
" Okay, line up, look neat, no
talking," one of those people
who felt they were in charge
said. " Don' t be rude. Don't let
them trick you into committing
yourself." The crowd mills in the
hallway. The o rganiza t ion is
superb. " W hat 's going o n?"
someone whispers.
" I thi nk
we're waiting to go to the
bathroom ," answers another.
"No talking." A. phrase w e h e ar
often.

Someone decides we should
know w hat's happening. " We' re
tryi ng to see the Big Leader.
Maybe he' ll even ta lk to us. We' ll
impress him with how wellmannered we are. " Such determination inspires the crowd to
even greater feats of good co nduc~. " Good news, ·good new~.
We v e been g rante d a n
audience." The crowd is el ect ri c

w ith
confus i on . T h e r e ' s
movement. " W e' re going to a
convenient location where we
won 't be in anyone's wa y. Move
quietly." We move. Shuffle,
sh uffle. Mumble, mumble, shuffle, m umble. " Quiet. Sh h." And
so for th.
Then we're all in a big b rig ht
room with lots o f w ind o ws. The
li g h t br ig ht e n s eve r yo n e' s
mood. Bi g Leader makes a
speech . He's unfair. He answers
all the questions before he's
asked. Speech finishe d. " Anv
questions? " The crowd leader~
are nervous. Student leader Tony
Pizza speaks up. " What did you
just talk about? " h e demands. " I
answered
that
ques i ion
already ," comes the reply.
" What about all the orphans being killed? " Pizza retorts. " Noorphans
killed , "
says
Speechmaker. " What if some do
get killed in the future? " asks our
Tony. Somebody whisper-s to
him. Tony reddens . " I know
that ," he snaps. Knows what?
The crowd grows restless . No, it
shrinks restless as the bored
begin to staggle off. But leader
Pizza's example has given
courage to others. " Why are you
against us?" shouts a wonderer.
" I am not against you," answers
Speechmaker. " Oh."
Now we're re ally warmed u p.
Questions co me fast and furious.
Redundancy reigns supreme.
Digress ion has its moments. " I
don ' t like yo u r ti e," a
demonstrator
screa m s
at
Speechmaker.
The
sho w ed
questions begin to run together.
" What 's going on? " " W hen ar e
the Eagles coming? " " What tim e
is it? " Th ings are goi ng down hill.
The meeti ng has las ted almost an
hour . No o ne knows how to end
it. Then someon e notices that
Speec hmaker has left. " Let 's get
so m e coffee, "
says
o ne
demo nstrator . "Na h, I' m going
home," sa ys the other.

Woman Space
The
edi t or s
of
the
Independent have agreed to
make thi s SPACE availabl e eac h
week for announcem ents o f particular interest to the Campus
WOMAN : student s, staff , and
fa culty. Do wat ch for it eac h
week and if you have any items
or eve nts whi ch you fee l sho uld
be list ed in WOMAN SPACE,
kindl y use the suggesti ons fo rm
bel ow. The column will include
listings of conferences . semi nars.
cultural eve nts , and occasionall y
som e comm entary.
To w it : Ma d emoiselle
magazine and Barn ard Coll ege
are sponsoring a Workshop on
Careers: A Day of How-tos on
Saturday , February 21 from 9 until 4 o'clock at Barnard. Fee indudes lunc heon and three
seminars , and is $6.00 for
students; $7.50 for others.
• On February 17 and 18. a
humanities series titled " What Is
To Become Of Us? - The Promi se
and Problems of Chance in
American Life ," sponsored by
Caldwell
and
Bloomfield
Colleges looks at Women In
Transition. The lectures are
presented at two sites ; there are
no fees. Call either o f the
colleges for details.
• The Eastern Women 's Center
on East 60th Street in NYC is representing its successful " Our
Sexual Selves " series with two
sessions beginning February 23
and 25 respectively. The sessi ons

ar e open to men and w omen of
all ages. Ther e are fees , so ca ll
ahead.
• The Amer ican Associat io n of
U niv er sit y Wom e n is e ncoura gi ng m atur e wom e n
student s to appl y fo r o ne o f thei r
PROJECT RENEW grant s-in-a id.
Grants are awarded to assist
wom en as th ey update their
mar ketabl e skills for fut ure empl oym ent. Gra nt ap pli cat i ons for
PROJ ECT REN EW are avaifable at
the Campus Ce nter for Women.
Submittal deadli ne is March 1.
1976.
• The Sm it hsonian I nstitut e
Travel ing Ex hibition
Service
(SITES) is produci ng a special exhibition : " Workers and Alli es :
_Femal e Part ici pation in t he
Ameri c an Trade U nion
Movement. 1824-1976." Good
news! the exhibit will be shown
locall y; it is booked for Februar y
11 through February 23 at the
Division of Vo c ational
Edu ca tion 's
O cc upat io n al
Resource Center on Plainfi eld
Av enue in Edison . Call 985- 7769
for viewing hours.

by Ralph Splendorio
On Sout h Orange Ave nue,
near t he corner of Munn
Avenue, in the Vails burg section
of Newark, is a candy store called
Zieglers . Zieglers was once the
nucleus of the neighborhood's
youth. We spent so much time at
Ziegler' s stools we should have
bee n charged rent. If o ne
misbehaved, Mr. Ziegler would
suspend his visiti ng rights for a
det erm i ned period of time. Two
peopl e actually received t he
ultimate penalty, lifetime expulsion . S.S. Cott, a true
capitalist, was thrown out for
drilling a hole in the pinball
machine and using a hanger to
sell free games at bargain rates.
Lifetime expulsions were rare.
They usually lasted no more than

a mont h. The pe nalti es rangef
from o ne week for not hold ing
your liquor or two days for
swearing to two weeks for hidi ng
all the salt shakers on t he roof.
On day, while I was halfway
through a milkshake, a crowd
gathered outside the door. Two
boys I knew were p hysical l y
abusi ng a fe llow I'd never seen
before. I later learne d t he o rigi n
of t he battl e. M y two fr i ends
were sitting on a stoop outsi de
the candy store when a few
words were exchanged with a
passing motorist. The enraged
motorist circled the block and
confront ed the stoopers with a
chain in one hand and a broken
bottle in t he other. Understanding
the
situations
cfconvenience, the stoopers

by fr. Philip Merdinger
Not long ago I had the chance
to share a part of another person' s life. He was older than I and
was living an interesting
imaginative life with many
people who appreciated him,
and found him likeable. But as
w e talked he revealed that it was
very h ard for hi m to tel other
people touch h is life, He kept a
ver y p rivate se lf t hat w as
caref ully masked by a happy and
warm external self, and he
retreated instinct ively wh en
anyone came too close.
Writer and teachers of spirit ual
living have said very often that
our own patterns and habits o f
daily exist ence have a stron g infl uence o n t he way we experie nce Go d, if we experience
him at all. It's a basic ass erti on of
Christan fait h that G od loves us
passionately and t horoughtl y,
and that is pr etty much all we
need to know and experience
about him - everything else is
secondary. But if I find it hard to
accept ot her people's love for
me, or t heir o pe nness to love
m e, o r if I've had the ex peri e nce
of being unloved - then I'll have
troubl e in acce pting God's love
f or me.
I think tha t spiritual adul t hood
begins at the point I ca n admit
m y experience of lovelessness,
the difficulty I have in seeing

myself as loveable especially by
anyone who would know me
well , and then begin to turn
towards God with all my
unlovingness. As a Christian I
believe that Jesus is the supreme
example of how and why and
who God loves, and that he
wishes, wants, desires to enter
m y life and share a costly gift with
m e - th e fact of G od's love fo r m e
as I am, h is love for me with full
and co m plete knowledge of wh o
I really am .
But I hesitate, I withdraw, I
react cautiously. Perhaps I am
fl ooded w it h all the ex am pl es o f
un-love done to me in the name
of God by those who used his
name. Per haps I j ust give in to the
press ures of daily life and run
faster to "earn" my pl ace i n
soci ety's approval. But may be I
dare to hope and am moved to
move. Si nce God's love for me is
all I need to ex perience everyt hing else comes after t hen all I need to do is begin the
process o f turning towards him
wi t h an inner heart decision. He
will tak e over and d ire ct me to
t he people and places I' ll need to
see his love in flesh and blood· in my brothers and sisters. " Eye
has not seen, nor ear heard, nor
has it ent ered into the heart of
man the t hings God has
prepared for t hose who love
him ."

EVE Vocational Workshop
Many women today are seeking
employment , further
educati on or future career
development. Others know they
want to do somethi ng but need
direction.
EVE - Women's Career Center
at Kean College of N.J . is offering
a
Vocational
Development
Group to help meet the needs of
all these women .
The instructor , Barbara Maher
of Berkeley Heights , an EVE
counselor . will use a vari et y of
met hods to aid each participant
to develop her own goal and
decide on steps to achieve it.
The fee of $40 includes
vocational interest testing.
This workshop w ill meet on si x
Thur sday mornin gs beginnin g
Febru arv 26 fr om 9:30 a.m . to 12

noon.
For regist rat i on inf ormat ion
call the EVE O ffice at 527-221 0.

'?Que
Pasara?

r--------~----------~----------,

I Next week . plea se includ e the followi ng item in the WOMAN SPAC E!
I section of The Independent:
I
I Item or event _ _ _ _ ·-··----- _____ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ I
I Place. date and time .. ____ ----·
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ I
I Source___ __ _ _____________
· -- - - -- - - -I
Your name _ _ _ _ . _. _ ...... .. __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I

II

Please Jet urn all sugiwstions to : The Campus Center for Women . Rml

I SA 112. Bookstore Buii di ng.

I

------------ ·--------------------J

por Jose Quintero
Como estudiantes podemos
entender este fenomeno de la
" Trentoncratizacion " como
producto de un desiquilibrio en
la dist ribucion de igualdad de
oportunidades en el proceso
democratico.
Como residents en New
Jersey. estamos vi talmente afectados p or los criticos cambios de
Trent on . precisa-mente los que
estamos relacionados con el
des arrollo int egral de nuestr a
comunidad como ciudadanos.
Estamos concientes de que
t oda tecnica que no este en funcion de las necesidades vitales
actuales de nuestra sociedad no
podra llamarse DEMOCRACIA.
Creemos que Trenton escucharnos.

t urned diploma ts. Before long
they convince d t he motorist that
ever yt hi ng was a mis understa nding and t hat he sho uld la y hi s
weapons down and be on his
way. He fina lly laid his wea po ns
dow n and t hat is w hen t he
physical abuse was ini tiated.
The story I've told is in itself insig ni f icant. What it d oes is signify
a gut r eacti on to t he prese nt
military posture and philosophy
of tbe United Stat es . The United
States can be represent ed by the
motorist, and the Sovi et Union,
t he st o op dwellers. Even though
t he motorist was outnumbered,
2-1, the stoopers would not
cha ll enge him. As long as t he
motorist had the chain and bottl e a d etere nt agai nst attack existed si nce t he possibl e consequences wer e not worth t he
challenge. The U nited States and
the Soviet Uni on have bee n in
such a stand-off. Am erica's
nuclear superiority has deterred
aggression . Reviewing t he last
paragraph, the stoopers took on
the role of the diplomats. The
stoopers convinced the motorist
to let his guard down under the
pretext that no blood should be
shed over a misunderst anding.
The stoopers desire for peace
was cosmetic, they knew all the
time t hat the motorist would not
depart unscathed.
This all sounds familiar. The
Soviet Union has an approximate
2-1 advantage in military manpower and America's deterent
has been its strategic nuclear
superiority. The stoopers front of
peace and misunderstanding
enabledthem to bargain their
opponents superiority away
without losing a thing. So it is
with t he SALT tables, America
has been
bar gai ning
its
superiority away, following the
ba nkrupt p olicies of Robert
McNamara. The real lesson in
t he st ory is that under present
circu msta nces Amer ica has only
to let its guard down once . Once
the motorist disarm ed himself
the stoopers did not intend to
allow him the opportunity to
rearm . If America bargains itself
into a posit ion where any
attempt to rearm co ul d res ult in a
disa rmi ng sovi et attack, our
cou ntry would live in a p osition
of nucl ea r blackmail.
It is not imposs ible! Melvin
Lair d, former Secr eta ry of
Defe nse, warned of the possibil ity when he left the cabinet
and recentl y Elmo Zumwalt,
former chief of naval operati ons,
t old a Senate commi ttee t hat
President Ford was not given t he
w hol e story by Henry Kissin ger.
The present Ki ss inger terminology is telling. I remember
when our deterent for ces were
spoken of in terms of nuclear
superiority. Richard Ni xon's administration changed t he terminology and policy to nuclear
parity. And now Henry Ki ss inger
speaks of nuclear adequecy. A re
the y onl y words? Wha t
inferences can be made fr om a
poli cy t hat ev ol v es fr o m
superi or ity, to parity, tp adequecy?

What Will
Happen?
by Jose Quintero
As students we can understand
the phenomenon of " Trentoncratization " as a product of an inbalance
in distri bution
of
equality and opportun ities in t he
democr at ic process .
As residents of New Jersey, we
are vitall y effected by the critical
changes i n Trenton especiall y
t hose which are connected with
the internal progress of our community. We are conscienous that
all internal progress that is not a
function of the vital necessities
of our society cannot be called
Democracy . We believe that
Trenton should listen to us.

:ebruary 19, 1976
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Barry Lyndon _'!'!Lost in a World of Beauty"

by Frank Bolger
Barry Lyndon is a superlative
ilm. It is a picaresque tale which
races the attempts of a young
rishman dazzled by the glitter of
ociety, and determined to find a
,lace in its hierarchy. It is the
itest, and eagerly-awaited (and
inderpraised), cinematic offerng of one of the few truly superb
ilm directors, Stanley Kubrick. I
m convinced that Kubrick
hares some secret with the
amera lens which will remain
orever unknown to us. It is a film
,rimming with visual excitations,
cenes at once so haunting and
trikingly beautiful that for this
ilone it must rank as a master1iece. Barry Lyndon is unloubtedly Kubrick's finest and is
leservi ng of every tribute that
night be accorded a movie.
But who is Barry Lyndon,
pecifically? Barry Lyndon is
tedmond Barry , and the first half
:oncerns his dizzying rise to
iminence. Redmond Barry is an
rish rogue, an innocent who,
lue to a misguided romantic zeal
:oupled with a set of overenhuiastic glands, challenges a
lritish soldier to a dul for "the
voman he loves. " She, of course,
eciprocates his love. In fact, she
oves most of the male
>0pulation within a twenty mile
adius.
To avoid spoiling surprises I
111ill merely say that Redmond is
arced to flee and seek refuge
with the British army, would you
,elieve?). Barry's odyssey coninue'!o, as he is kidnapped by the
>russian Army while advancing

to the rear of battle, and forced
into service. This all serves to introduce Redmond Barry to a
famous gambler, an event which
shall hereafter undoubtedly fix
the course of Monsieur Barry's
life. Barry becomes the gambler's apprentice and muscleman and so he continues to

Will wanderers ever cease?
Yes, and soon, for by now Monsieur Barry is one bf the most
eligible and desirable men in
Europe and may taken his choice
of women . He is soon found frequently in the company of Lady
Lyndon , a woman of disarming
beauty, much to the conster-

to the rapid downfall of Redmond Barry . now Barry Lyndon.
Having acquired that which hs
most desired he sets out in
typically human fashion to discover how he might abuse it. He
purchases as much culture as
possible , buys friends with extravagant affairs and love from his

traverse the continent, mingle
with the crowned heads of
Europe, revel in the opulence of
society, and feel the irresistable
lust for power of social position.
In a few short years this lowly
peasant has risen to a point

nation of Lord Lyndon and his
young son and heir, Bullingdon.
When Lord Lyndon pays Barry
the ultimate courtesy of dying,
his marriage to the widowed
Lady Lyndon is a foregone conclusion. Barry Lyndon is in his

where he may stand on even

glory.

infant son, to whom he is utterly
d_evoted. But he cannot buy
breeding. He is a peasant wearing the cloak of nobility, a jackal
among the genteel set, and they
fiercely resent him for it. He is
boorish, boisterous, shoody,
pretentious, scandalously immoral and recklessly extra-

ground with the elite of Europe.

The rest of the film is devoted

~~Pacific Overtures'' Innovative

by Ed Faver
Innovation is a word that
lroadway often fears, especially
fith musicals . The idea generally
; to find a formula that works
nd then beat it to death. When
omething
different
comes
long, it is treated as though it
1as a social disease. Well, somehing different has come along
nd many people are predicting
rly closing notices for it. Hal
ince's and Stephan Sondeim 's " Pacific Overtures" falls
to this category.
Commodore Perry's visit to
pan is the basis for this show,
't h the emphasis on the fear
d the outrage of the Japanese
eople when
they are
reatened with the fact that
tions from the outside world
nt to enter Japan. The story is
Id in the episodic fashion of

the Japanese kubuki theater.
This can cause problems as the
story moves very quickly and is
hard to follow at times .
The All- Asian cast tells the
story from a basically Japanese
point of view; all of the foreign
ministers and visitors to Japan,
plus
wild-haired,
wild-eyed
Commodore Perry, are played
by Orientals. Perry is played as a
caricatured monster, coming to
destroy Japan's past heritage.
The point is very thoroughly
brought across in a number of
vignettes dealing with influx of
Western capitalism .
Sondheim's music is quite
western, although it seems to
make a small attempt at imitating
an Oriental style. His lyrics can
be bitingly satirical as in the
finale, or very subtlely sarcastic
as in a song " The Bowler Hat"

Music Department
to Hold Recital
On Friday evening, February
hat 8:00 P.M . in the EugeneG.
ilkens Theatre for the Perming Arts the Kean College
usic Department will present a
culty Recital. Featured will be
illiam Kuyper , French Horn acmpanied by Isadore Freeman
d Kerry McDevitt, Baritone acmpanied by Herbert Golub.
William Kuyper, a resident of
aneck and a member of the
w York Philharmonic will perm the Beethoven Horn
nata, Opus 17 and works by
n Hamilton and Paul Dukas.
dore Freeman, a resident of
rlawn and adjunct instructor
piano at Kean College will join
. Kuyper for the above menned works.

Dr. McDevitt is a resident of
New Rochelle, New York arid adjunct instructor of Voice at Kean
College. He will perform works
of Handel , Purcell , Ravel 's Don
Quixote and five songs by
American Composers including
Samuel Barber, John Alden
Carpenter, Aaron Copland and a
song by Herbert Golub who will
accompany Dr. McDevitt. Professor Golub, a resident of
Mountainside is in his fourth
year as Chairman of the Music
Department at Kean College.
There is no admission charge
for this concert and the community is cordially invited to
attend. For further information
please call the Music Depart ment at 527-2107.

which chronicles the . westernization of Japan's officials and is
probably the best segment of the
show.
As far as sets and costumes are
concerned, "Pacific Overtures"
is one of the most visually pleasing shows in years. The bare
stage is the traditional hard wood
kubuki floor, which is then supplemented by a number of huge
drops and movable set pieces.
The show contains the grandest
set piece I have ever seen, which
is Perry's ship, looking like a
giant iron dragon. The costumes
range from the very simple robe
of the storyteller to the ornate
robes of the shogun and his advisers.
It is impossible to single out
the one performer as the entire
case is uniformly excellent. They
perform more than one role in
many cases and do it well. There
is little to comment about on
Prince's direction. The actors
seem to move on their own, but
are not disoriented from each
other. "Pacif ic Overtures" has its
flaws , the major one being the
quick transition from the nineteenth century to a modern-day
finale, but the fact that it reaches
out t o try somet hing different
makes it worthwhi le to see. The
hope is that it will be playing for
awhile.

vagant. He is a rascal. a scoundrel
(I still like upstart ), a cruel and
thoughtless blackguard whom
Bullingdon , approaching manhood, bitterly detests and vows
to kill some day.
I will not reveal the ending except to say that of the handful of
instances the movie yields in
which Barry acts honorably, each
leads to some misfortune , and
the last to his eventual downfall.
It is an interesting phenomenon.
Kurbrick, I am advised , has
been customarily faithful to his
source, fitting the film with the
expert narration which enhances
the result. The acting is
competant, which is all that is
necessary , with Ryan O ' Neal surprisingly good in the title role.
The laurels, however, rest with
Kubrick. It cannot be stated sufficiently the technical virtuosity
of the photography.
A final word about the score
which so wonderfully compliments the film. There is a
clever mixture of classical music
primarily with a sprinkling of
Irish instrumental folk music
performed with uncommon skill
by the Chieftains.
As a side note, those interested
might note a striking parallel
between Redmond Barry and
Fitzgerald's Jay Gatsby.
I will not stoop to awarding
stars, however I will stoop to retrieve my pen and simply say that
Barry Lyndon is an elegant work
of literate entertainment which
should really satisfy those of the
civilized minority.

Black Studies Author
to Speak at Kean
The Kean College Department of English and the Department of Student Activities will
co-sponsor the appearance on
campus of noted writer John A.
Williams, Thursday, February 26
at 3:15 p.m . in the Downs Hall
Alumni Lounge.
John A. Williams' career has
been extensive and varied. He
has written novels, short fiction,
non-fiction books, magazine articles,· television documentaries, and newspaper articles.
He has edited several anthologies
and
performed
editorial functions on several
journals and magazines.
Mr. Williams has written eight
novels and seven nol')-fiction
books. Some of his works include Sons of Darkness, Sons of
Light; The Man Who Cried I Am;
The King God Didn't Save; Africa, Her History, Lands and
People; Sissie, and Night Song.
foreign editions of his books
have been published in England,
Holland and Sweden .
Mr. Williams had edited two
anthologies of works by well
known black wri ters and his own
writi ngs have been included in
more than twenty anthologies.
He was a regular contributor
to the New York Herald
Tribune's Book Week and has
either reviewed for or con-

tributed articles to more than
fifteen other newspapers, including Chicago Daily News, Los
Angeles Tribune, Associated
Negro Press, New York Times
Book Review, and Village Voice.
In addition , other articles have
appeared in such magazi nes as
Holiday, New Leader, Ebony,
and Saturday Review.
A former Director of Information for the American
Committee on Africa, Mr.
Williams travelled widely in Africa for Newsweek in 1964 and
returned in 1965 to film a television show which he wrote and
narrated. He has visited the Middle East and the Caribbean and
has travelled extensively in
Europe.
John A. Williams was born in
Jackson, Mississippi , and raised
in Syracuse, New York. His
undergraduate and graduate
work was done a Syracuse
University. He has taught writing
and literature at several colleges
and is currently Distinguished
Professor of English at LaGuardia
College of CUNY.
Mr. Williams has presented
lectures and readings at colleges
and universities throughout the
country. His appearance at Kean
College will be followed by a
reception. There is no admission
charge and the public is invited
to attend.

Bikecentennial Cross-Country ·Approaches
There is still time to apply to
join the Collegiate Cross-Country Bike Ride being held in honor
of the American Revolution
Bicentennial , according to Steve
Danz, College group coordinator.
The special college-age group
will be leaving from Pueblo,

Colorado, and arriving approximately 45 days later in Richmond, Virginia . Thus far, college
students from 20 staes have
joi ned. The route itself will be
along the Trans America Bike
Trail. The trail will be newly inaugurated this summer, and
students must be members of the

official Bikecentennial group to
ride the trail. It is estimated that
the riders will cover 50-70 miles
per day, and will camp and stay in
youth hostels on the trip. While
thousands of bikers will be on
the trail , no single group of riders
will number more than 12, in
(Continued on paKe 14)
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This glass-blo
of Ontario, ne

Keep your distance - this Al Hough's "Braineater." This, and other glass designs will be
shown through March 5 in V-E gallery.

Mike Rakowski - Art picturP<

Meanwhile, Last Friday the 13th,

Vincent Price Flew in to Speak

PPtf' fa11 011p - Vincpnt PricP

Vincent Price - gourmet, connoisseur, and all-around ghoul.

Mr. Price is the subject of an interview with Chris Jarocha on page 10.
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Eat Hot Glass=
A
Paneful
Exhibition
.

ered Tickler," was created by Clark Guettel
lege.

An opal and enamel star, also designed by Al Hough.

Andy Dewing's "Dagger", plus "He jumped
me and I didn't know why." They go
together - just ask Vinnie Price.

Trying to answer some questions is like a bite in the neck.
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GoodPhibes from
Vincent Price

•

by Sung " Joe" Kang

Vincent Price fields a bi:urre question from the audience.

· by Frank Bolger
Vi n cent Pr i C(! , sad i s·t i c
murderer,
master
criminal,
demented fiend, and frequent
panelist on Hollywood Squares,
spoke at Kean College last Friday
night on the subject of villainy.
Was he for it, or against it? The
answer is obvious . The lecture,
which lasted for nearly two
hours, was more properly a discussion of Mr. Price's philosophy
of fear in the cinema. He went on
to discuss his films specifically, ,
the villains he portrayed, the
evolution of horror films, his
leading ladies, and a multitude of
extraneous topics. His lecture
was artfully laced with wit, anecdotes, and recitations of literary
pieces
(primarily those of
Shakespeare and Poe) and performed with . a proficiency and
awareness of the listener that is
nowadays
sadly
considered
passe. He rhapsoaized with an
obsolete eloquence, his voice a
museum piece of no lesser
moment than any other objet
d'art.
But, what did he say? He put
quickly to rest any notion that he
was typecast as a villain, hopelessly mired in a character he
detested, while secretly longing
to play the lead in The Pat Boone
Story or The Boys in the Band. His

Lon Chaney, Bela Lugosi , Peter
fortunate entry into the genre of
Lorre, and Boris Karloff, he aphorror was by choice.
parently views their work with an
He quoted from Aristotle to
even perspective. Mr. Price
the effect that ideally the villain
shows no trace of the fanaticism
in literature should be, in most
which prompted Bela Lugosi to
ways, an exceptional man. The
request that he be buried in his
purpose of this was to introduce
cape, nor has he repudiated his
a discussion of the many
work, as has Christopher Lee, an
villainous roles he has played. A
inferior villain from the beginsizeable portion of the speech
ning. Horror movies, are, he says,
was given over to defending the
good escapist fare and can make
assorted miscreants, who were
no pretensions to realism.
after all a congenial lot. Dr. AnMr. Price, in the course of his
ton Phibes he thought a .
extended na r rative, often
marvelous chara~ter (especially
strayed to such tangential subsince the fitted mask worn in this
jects as The Exorcist, which, in
picture obviated the need to
response to a query, he asserted
memorize lines), and he betwas hard to take seriously " . .
rayed a certain fondness for the
.after the pea soup." His
role of Egghead on the Batman
humorous asides entailed freTV series .
qnent unpopular jibes directed
On the subject of his films, Mr.
at the current Women ' s
Price anticipated several quesLiberation absurdity, a sequence
tions by saying that his personal
deploring the elevation of
favorites were The Conqueror
prurience in the cinema (also
Worm and the ground-breaking
lamenting the fact that it is so dif3-D picture , House of Wax. He
ficult for a movie star to slip into a
said , however, that unques" porno flick" unnoticed) and
tionably , of his 105 efforts, his
several veiled allusions to the
best fright film was the recent
fallen angel of San Clemente.
thriller , Theater of Blood. This
For those interested, Mr. Price
movie showcased Mr. Price as
revealed that he is gradually disEdward
Lion heart ,
a
posing of his considerable art
Shakespearean actor of uncollection because the fun has
common talents, who seeks
gone out of it.
vengeance against the circle of
Af for the future, Vincent Price
critics which has spurnE:,d him,
has no immediate plans. While
and delivers it in a singularly
he does not presently envision a
suitable fashion .
third Phi bes movie, he did say he
This film included such an
would gladly do another sequel.
eminent cast of players as Robert
For those interested in writing
Morley, Jack Hawkins, Michael
the studio to petition for another
Hordem, and the delectable
in the series , the address to write
Miss Diana Rigg. This leads to a
is American International Picquestion which I had intended to
tures, Hollywood, California.
ask, and which Mr. Price partially
answered. Mr . Price has worked

To summarize,, Vincent Price

with some of the most beautiful
women of the past forty years Gene Tierney (pant, pant , sigh ..
.), Ava Gardner, and, of course,
the ethereal Vulnavia (whose
real name eludes me) . My question was simply, how was he able
to concentrate?
While he spoke fleetingly of
his old film days, and of the
amiable conclave of those artisans of fear, which included

gave a lecture which was not
only engrossing, lively, and informative, but moving, (as in his
mesmerizing rendition of Poe's
" The Conqueror Worm." It was
representative of the high
quality of this year's Townsend
Lecture Series, and a brilliant
performance by the man who
has expanded the scope of the
horror film to unprecedented
dementions.

by Sung " Joe" Ka ng

"The play is the tragedy, Man, and its hero, The Conqueror Worm!"

Retell Price
by Chris Jarocha
It was typica l for Friday the
13th: Vincent Price had consented to do an interview, and I
was late. People were already
throwing questions at the
famou s actor as I entered, so I
quickly joined in. Price had a
cold, and looked very tired as he
sat backstage, but he answered
our queries like the true gentleman he was. Due to a dysfunctional tape recorder, this is
not the ent ire interview, but " tis
enough, 'twill suffice."
Q: Do you have any favorite
movies you've been in?
A: Yes , loved the House of
Wax, the movie. . .Laura, The
Song of Bernadette . . .Dragon-

wyck.
Q: How about The Baron of
Arizona (about a man who
" cla i ms " the Territory of
Ar izona)?
A: Yes, loved The Baron of
Arizona. It's a true story, you
know. I al ways t hought they
should let him keep the state.
Q: How about The Mad
Magician, w hich is on tonight?
A: Is it on tonight? I' m goi ng

home! The thing that's really sad
about The Mad Magician is that it
was made to be shown in 3-D.
And when they got it all t hrough,
they released it in 3-D for about 2
weeks, and then 3- D sort of died
down. So they took it out of 3-D,
and all the effects , whi ch were
marvelous in 3-D, were flat .

Q: How long ago was that
movie?
A: Well, Eva Gabor was a girl ,
then, so .. .
Q: It was long ago.
Q: Could you tell us about
your art collection, and how you
first started?
A: Well , I started as an art historian, and I taught in schools for
a while, up in Yonkers and Riverdale, after I got out of college,
and t hen I had to go and get my
doctorate degree at the University of London. But I've always
considered myself an art hist orian. I've w r itten a co uple of
books about Am erican art, and
stuff like th at . I really started with
the first picture I ever brought. I
li ked it better than t he first book
I ever rea d.

Q: And do you have any
favori t e artists now, people
whom you collect ?
A: I don 't really r:ollect any
more...I buy a lot o f work by
young peopl e, and then if they
become famous , I give them
away.
Q: Do you still work for Sears
now (Price had been in charge of
buying art for Sears)?
A: Yes, I still work for Sears,
but in a different area . I' m not in
the art area .
Q: What d · you think of Rich
Little's impr ... ; sions of you?
A: Lousy!
Q: Why don't you do impressions of him?
A: I think he's marvelous. I
think Richard Nixon was hi s
greatest one.
Q: But you don ' t like him as
yourself?
A: No, but he doesn' t do it
very w ell, you know, he o nl y
does a part of m e. But he's a very
good fri end of m ine, t erribl y,
terribl y talented . Now I have my
law yer call hi m every time he
does me, to thr ow a sca re int o
him .

by Peter fagonP

Mr. Price reading the Times- Monster Times, of course.
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Paula Jenson
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Phil Cafasso

*****************

Paula Jenson

''A Curse Against Elegies"
Ann Sexton
by Phil Cafasso
n Thursday night, bringing
a crc'S<.:endo the three day
ide,1c; of the Sanasardo
nee -::ompany, "A Consort for
cers" was presented in the
. A combination of three disart forms, dance, acting and

music, brought together to
enhance and honor a fourth : the
poetry of the late Ann Sexton.
Mr. Sanasardo describes Ms.
Sexton "as a very phisical lady
whose poetry deals with many
kinetic images ". Severa/ times
during the production rhe

audience may have found itself
at a loss as to what to follow
since the dance, poetry readin;
and music was going on at rhe
same time. Sanasardo describes
this as in intentional device. so as
to have the audience experience
the production as a who/p rather

than just watch .the dance or
listen to the words or music
separately. "ft is not a dance
production, neither is it a poetry
reading nor a musical recital, but
it is all three." "If one were taken
away from the other two " says
Mr. Sanasardo "it would be
naked."

The music, composed and performed by Gwendolyn Watson
on Cello and through taped
recordings, enhanced the
powerfull y emotional readi ngs
by Mr. Sanasardo, and toget he r
directed the movem ent of the
play into a direct comm union
with Ms. Sexton's poetry.
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GYMNASTICS
Ages 12-16 (co-ed)
10 a.m. - 12 noon, Saturdays
Campus School West, Room 118
Classes Begin - March 6
Classes end - June 5
Gym Attire and Sneakers Required
Registration Fee - $7
To register send check (payable to Kean College of N.J.), stamped, self-addressed
envelope, child's name, age, and telephone number to:
Office of Community Services
Kun College of· N.J.

Morris Avenue, Union, N.J. 07083
Telephone: 527-2213

The Grubstreet Writer,
Is asking that all Its staff members a reading
"marathon" on Feb. 20, beginning at 3:00 p.m.
In the Grubstreet Office. At this time we wlll
select manuscripts to be published. It you
cannot attend this meeting please contact,
Monica Petrucelli or Donna DeSalvo
lmmedately.

IMPORTANT
There wi II be a meeting for all
S.C.A.T.E. volunteers and
any concerned people on
Feb. 24 during the college
hour (1 :40-2:55) at Willis 201
A. Refreshments will be
served!

Adventures

Ideas
.,..,. fff
m
a:
w

FEBRUARY 23

"Our Social Problems:
Toward a Basic Cure."

.,

3w

.

AMITAI ETZIONI, Director, Center
for Policy Research, Inc.

MARCH22

z

"Technology With a
Human Face."

*

KARL HESS, Associa te Fellow, Institute
for Policy Studies: Project Coordinator,
Community Technology, Inc.

0

w
CJ
w

"Crisis in'the Performing Arts."

* Dir,•, lor, Opt·r.1
SARAH CALDWELL.
( ·ump.my of Boston

"Adoptive Studies: Implications
for Social and Weffare Programs."
MARIE SkOOAK CRISSfY, Consulting

w
~

·->

.
L

I

MAY 3

z
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A Saturday Recreation Program for children with learning disabilities is now in
progress on campus. Volunteers are needed on Saturdays from 1:00 P.M. to 4:00 P.M.
in Campus School South. For further information, contact Debbie Bartkus at 486-3928:
'

Admissio n free

>
w

.J
.J

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

Mondaiys at 7: 40 l'.M.
Hutchinson Hill The ;alre

Psychologist
MAY 17

"Psychotropic Drugs."

*

NATHAN S. KLINE, M.O., Director. Rock/and
Research lnst;lute De,partment of Me ntal Hygie ne

t
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C
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E
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VETERANS
I would like to take this opportunity to inform you that Kean College
has a Veterans Administration Representative on campus.
I, as the Veterans Administration representative on campus, will be
able to assist you in dealing with all inquiries related to Veterans
Benefits. This assistance will not only apply to educational benefits, but
will also include home loan guaranty, compensation, pension, and any
other Veterans Administration benefit.
My office is in.the Kean Building, 2nd floor, phone number: 527-8373.
The office is staffed Monday through Thursday from 8:30 a.m. to 7:30
p.m. , Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. to meet the needs of both day and
evening students.
Come in to see me at any time. I'll be happy to answer any questions
that you may have regarding your entitlement and application to
veterans' benefits.

READERS IN REPERTIORE
TRYOUTS FOR

THE SCARLET LETTER
VE 119
Tues., Feb. 24
1 :30-4:30
Wed., Feb. 25
7:30-8:30
Scripts are available in the reserve room of the library

TONIGHT
Apples Returns
Presents

All College Party/Concert
Featuring

"GODSPEED"
8:00 - 1:00
Snack Bar - Feb. 19
Free Beer - Admission $1·.oo
Feb. 16

9:00 p.m .

Monday Night Jazz Rock
"Exit 13"

PUB

Adventures in Ideas
J-100
Amitai Etzioni -Our Social Problems:
Toward A Basic Cure
Feb. 24 1:40 p.m . Only On Tuesday
Browsing Rm
Dr. Jeanette Thornton . "Body Movement Awareness"
Feb. 24 12:3q p.m. Lunchtime Theater
Alumni Lge
25-26
"Happy Birthday"
Feb. 26 3:05 p.m. English Department
Alumn i Lge
John Wtlllams, Black Author
Feb. 23

7:40 p.m .

Sunday Night
Movies Presents

The
Three Musketteers.
February 22
Admission 25¢
7:30 TPA

Attention Speech &
Hearing Majors
MARCH COMING ATTRACTIONS
March 18 8:00 p. m. Wilkins Lecture
TPA
March 22 7:40 p.m . Adventures in Ideas
J-100
Karl Hess ... Technology w ith a Human Face
March 25 8:00 p.m . Townsend Lecture present s
TPA
Julian Bond

Anr.0uncing the formation of
The Student Associat ion of
Communication Disorders. An
organizational meeting w ill be
held on Tuesday. February 24.
1976 at 1:40 p.m . (college hour)
in C.S.C. 101 . The club is open to
al l speech and hearing majors.
Please attend this meeting . Your
support is needed'

The Kean Col I ege
Dance Theatre will hold
its first meeting of the
semester on Tuesday,
February 24th, at 1:40
p.m . in the Dance Stu dio
of D'Angola Gym. Al l persons - men and women,
beginner to advanced are most welcome. Th e
Dan ce Theatre completed
a mo st succ essful
children's performance
last fall. A concert of
original choreography is
planned for April. So, if
your interest is dance,
wo n't you join us?

Soci alization &
Recreation for
the Handicapped
Do you know anyone who is
handicapped? Any handicapped
person w ho is eighteen yta:, s of
age or older is eligible for a
recreational program called the
Young A d ult Group . This
organization of people meets
every Wednesday evening at
7:30 p.m. in the Child Study
Institute of the Campus School.
Activit ies for those involved in
the club include the following :
ice skating. rap sessions,
recreational activities . bingo.
swimming, gym , theater trips.
weekend camping trips, and
special excursions to Boston
and Great Adventure. If you or
someone you know is interested
in any of the above events.
please join us.

1.ndependent
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Thursday, February 19, 1976
3:05 p.m.- 4:20 p.m.
6:30 p.m.-11 :00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.-11 :00 p.m.
9:00 p.m .-2: 00 p.m.

Assoc. for Computer Machinery
Choir Practice
Young Shakespeare Rehearsal
ALL COLLEGE DANCE

CSS-109
Little Theatre
Meeting Room B
Snack Bar

Friday, February 20, 1976
10:00 a.m .-12:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.-11 :00 p.m .
6:00 p.m.-11 :00 p.m.

Memorial Services for Ben Cummings
Evening Student Council
Student Council Meeting

Alumni Lounge
Alumni Lounge
Meeting Room A

Saturday, February 21, 1976
9:00 p.m.- 2:00 a.m .

Omega Psi Phi Dance

Snack Bar

Sunday, February 22, 1976
10:45 a.m .-12 :00 p.m.
12:00 p.m.- 8:00 p.m .
1 :00 p.m.- 4:00 p.m .
7:30 p.m.-End

Mass
Young Shakespeare Rehearsal
Omega Psi Phi Meeting
Movie "3 MUSKETEERS"

Alumni Lounge
Little Theatre
Browsing Room
T.P.A.

Young Shakespeare Rehearsal
Adventures in ldeas-Amitai Etzioni
" Our Social Problems"

Little Theatre
]-100

Lunchtim; Theatre "HAPPY BIRTHDAY"
I.F.S.C. Meeting
Only on Tuesday
"Body Movement Awareness'
Jewish Club Meeting
Science Organization
Spanish Cultural Social Club
C.E.C. Meeting
Christina Fellowship Meeting
Seate Meeting
Jesus-Bible & Holy Spirit
Radio Station Meeting
Lambda Alpha Sigma Meeting
Beta Delta Chi
Delta Sigma Pi
Lambda Chi Rho
Nu-Sigma Tau
Nu Theta Chi
Omega Sigma Psi
Sigma Beta Tau
Sigma Beta Chi
Sigma Kappa Phi • t
Rho Theta Tau
Rape Survival Center Program
Young Shakespeare Rehearsal

Alumni Lounge
Little Theatre
Browsing Room

Monday, February 23, 1976
7:00 p.m.-11 :00 p.m.
7:40 p.m .- End
Tuesday, February 24, 1976
12:30 p.m.- 1 :30 p.m .
1:40 p.m .- 3:00 p.m .
1 :40 p.m .-3:00 p.m.
1 :40 p.m .-3: 00 p.m.
1:40 p.m .- 3:00 p.m .
1 :40 p.m.- 3:00 p.m.
1 :40 p.m.-3:00 p.m .
1 :40 p. m.- 3:00 p.m.
1 :40 p.m.- 3:00 p.m.
1 :40 p.m .- 3 :00 p.m.
6:30 p.m .-10 :30 p.m.
7:30 p .m .-10:00 p.m .
7:40 p.m .-10:00 p.m .
7:40 p.m. ~10:00 p.m.
7:40 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
7:40 p.m.-10 :00 p.m.
7:40 p.m.-1 0:00 p.m.
7:40 p .m .-10:00 p.m.
7:40 p.m .-10 :00 p.m .
7:40 p.m .-10:00 p.m.
7:40 p.m .-10:00 p.m .
6:00 p.m .-10 :00 p.m .
7:00 p.m .-10:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.-11 :00 p.m.

W-100
B-109
W-200
CSS-104
J-103
W-201A
J-132
Meeting Room a
D.R. Ill
J-103
J-132
J-142
J-145
W-202B
W-309
B-212B
W-402
J-133
VE-310
Browsing Rm.
Little Theatre

-

Wednesday, February 25, 1976
Lunchtime Theatre "Happy Birthday"
12:30 p.m .- 1 :30 p.m.
12:00 p.m .- 1 :30 p.m.
Women Talk
Movie-" The Rain People"
2:00 & 6:00 p.m.
Movie "The Rain People"
8:30 - End

\.Al1JLD You TELL
THE TAX.PAID,~ \1100'
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crossword

~

-

fORSALE

' -·" --,,·'-..

~

]

FO R SA LE: Penco Acoustic 12stri ng guitar, 5 weeks old, $130
fi rm. WIii talk on Madeira Acoustic 6 string Hofner bass guitar,
Ampeg B-15 Amp. Call 2451581. Ask for Bob.

[

WANTED

CAR FOR SALE: '69 MGB new
roof, clutch, 5 steel belted
radials, good running con dition,
245-7582, Donna. Asking $900.

WANTED: working glrl desires
the same to share two bedroom
apartment. Between 9 a.m. and 5
p.m. call 964-1680; after 8 p.m.,
call 789-2230. Maureen Darcey,
full-time evening student. 266
WIiiow Ave., Garwood, 07027.

ANNOUNCEMENTS , ~(111SC
,.......
FOR RENT: 2 rooms and
bathroom on Stiles Street,
Elizabeth, 2 blocks from school.
Call Myrna 289-6969, 9-5 p.m.;
351-1812, 7-12 p.m.

WANTED: People to work on the
production and publicity staff of
the original, exciting musical
" Young Shakespeare" being
performed at Kean College on
March 25, 26 and 27. If you are an
artist,
theater
management
student, or whatever, there Is
something for you to do. Call
Immediately: 382-1942

BIKES
(Co ntinuedfr om page 7)
order not to over- load the trail or
t he accomodations en route.
College students wishing to join
t he ride, starting on June 21 ,
should write directly to
Collegiate Bikecentennial, 615Nevada, Sausalito, CA .94965 and
ENCLOSE A ST AMPED, SELF-ADDRESSED ENVELOPE.

WANTED: Guitarist w/vocal
ability to play with established
band. Weddings, Banquest and
Club Work.. .Call 232-2986 after
5p.m.

NEWDell TREAT
Lunch
&

Un,on

7-6
Sat . 7-5
Sun. 7- 1

354 -2666

• S l'tt.NOWIC.t-tE"' TO \'.....)
6£ £f

• PA. !t"l f\A f"'\ L,,
• R..:>ASIT &£Cf'

.,.,,_,,-..._EY

354 -2666

Open
Tues.-Fn

1N,ar Summ,1 Rd J

• (.O IA.N E C

CATHOLIC
MINISTRY
Mass - Sundays
Downs Hall 11 a.m.
Prayer & Shari ng
11 :30 a.m.- 12 noon
Daily- Bookstore Office
Every Tuesday
Jesus Bible and
the Holy Spirit
For Y- rated
Cathol ics!
Others Welcome!
Everything you wanted
to ask - but NEVER dared!
1:30 p.m.- J-132
Campus Ministry Office
Bookstore Building
"At the Sign
of the Candle "

Party Platters
Our Specialty
I( osher

Style

Hot
Corned Beef
&

Pastram i

By EDWARD JULIUS
~
1. Fastened Together

8. Periods of Luck
15. End of Saying
16. Snood
17. "Lady_ Good"
18. Mop
19. Judge
20. Adjectival Suffix
22. Rigorous
24. Palm Drink
25. Spting
27. Sets Dog Upon
28. Victory
29. Sex Expert Havelock _ _
Jl. French Condiment
J2. Metallic Sound
J4. Influence
J6. Replenish Battery
J8. Lion's Noise
40. Litigation
41, Careful
45, West Point Freshmen
49, Foreigner
50, Extinct Bird
52, Foolish
.SJ, Sick
54. Murden
.S6, Slant
.57, Rici«• of Sand
59, Make Beloved
61, l l111a1nated
62, Paid No Attention to
64, Scottish Ki••
66, Six
67, Every (2 wds,)
68, Surfing Feat (2 wds,)
70, Thin
71, Driving Awsy

llQ!!!
1. Celebrat i on
2. By
•A l one
J, Br.igh tness
4, Greek Letter (pl.)
5, Pulls
6, Pol iti cal Regi ons (Fr. )
7. Scatt ered Rema i ns
8, Metal Restrainers
9, Fruit Pies
10, Tease
11 ·, Island Country (Poet, )
12, Peace-loving
1), Retaining
14, Peculiar
21, _ _ Nelson
2), Cold Drink
26, Perforate
JO, Hold in .Contempt
)2, Mexican Food
JJ, llidden
J5, Scott i sh Digit
J7, Drinki ng Container
J9, Aid to Recollection
41, Creameries

42, Unlawful
4J, Quht

44, Related

46, E■pty Boat of Water
47, llake Intereeting
48, Background
Sl, Ke~r- Letter lpl,)
S4, N,11, Resort City
.S.S, Wife of Abraha ■
.58, Dry Wind• Var,
60, Ga■bling Resort
6"}, Stick
6.S, Self
69, Note of Scale

• MEW~""PE 5'S
., HOT ft "1E\..S
S AT • SUN .
- C.. "6ALL A H5- (. Ff\'
SP IN 1''l .'l. O L1' · ~
,T ~ L e- R£A0

•
•

A~ '-"T · P C.0'-O ~U'f!:,,
fl. YE Bt\f. ~ O · R.1.."ll LS
f'f' E~H. ('IAIL Y

• HOf C..Off"F£
• L U "-l t.t-4
• QttE'r.~ c-~sT

•
•

SALA.O~
0 1' l R. V PR,JOV...T S

,

FRES~ EUU~

., S.1 Al1 0Nl.,-.\

S A E\£ " 5>

t~ E uu·A.1•1\'

ALL seniors that wish to have
their picture appear in the Yearbook,
"Memorabilia" but have not had their
picture taken, please submit a 3 1/s"-2"
(wallet -s ize) black and white ph0,to
by
Friday, February 27.
,
"' t
....
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Girls Clinch Third
In State-Conference

The Kean College women's
basketball team has co me a long
way in one year.
Last season the Squirettes
struggled to a disappointing 7-9
record, finishing last in the N. J.A .I.A. W. conference. This year
Kean is one of the better

quintet 's in the Met area, boasti-1g a 12-3 record , and clinching
third in the conference.
"We've got better talent , more
experience and we' re playing
very well as a team ," Coach Pat

points, 7 assists and 4.3 rebounds
a game.
Janet Montgomery, a 5-9
sophomore from Oakhurst is
averaging 12.5 poi. ,ts and 9.8
rebounds , while C,iris Addie, a

independenl
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Hannisch said, trying to explain
the sudden resurgence.
"My one big goal when I came
to Kean as coach and athletic
director was to become
competitive with the other
schools in the conference. We're
just about there in basketball."
Kean is currently 4-2 in the
conference, losing to powerful
Montclair and William Paterson,
ranked frist and second respectively .
The big gun in the Kean attack
has been guard Gela Mazella of
Staten Island. Gela, a transfer
from Wagner, is averaging 14.6

5-7 senior from Roselle Pa rk, is
chipping in with 10.4 points and 5
rebounds . Addie leads the club
in field goal percentage (57 per
cent), hitting on 46 of 76 shots.
One of the " big" reasons for
Kean's improvements has been
6-2 freshman Jennifer Savio of
Margate. Jennifer is improving
every game and has her average
up to 10 points and 12.6
rebounds .
Guard Michelle Vodopia, a
sophomore from South Plainfield , is the fifth starter and is also
in double figures at 10.1 points a
game. Tricia O'Co nnell , a mid
year transfer, is averaging 7.2
points.

SPORTS DEADLINE
IS MONDAY AT NOON

Commentary

Eastern College Basketball Rising
Today
Fri.
Sun.
Tues.
We d.

Girl's BB
Wrestli ng
Swimming
Wresding
Gymnastics
Boy's BB

Sto nybrook
Mets Tournament
NJ AI AW Championshi ps
Mets B Tournament
Brooklyn College
Upsala, V & JV

' by Bob Graczyk
The popularity of college
basketball in the East over the last
few years hasn't been exactly
overflowing. The absence of a
highly ranked team has led to
atrocious attendance at Madison
Square Garden double-headers
featuring major Eastern colleges
against highly ranked Midwest
and West Coast teams. How-

H 6:00
A

H 7:00
A 6:15

Wagner Halts Skaters Streak At 3
Boylan, Tom Mullen, and Mitch
Wernoch.

A strong Wagner hockey club
(6-5) ended Keans' (3-6) three
game winning streak with a 9-6
victory at the Branchbrook Ice
Center in Newark. Wagner.
which has gained a playoff spot
and currently in 2nd place
behind undefeated Ramapo ,
fought off a late Kean rally, in
which the Squires scored 4 goals
in the last three minutes. Bob
Boylan and Rob Fisher ·each
scored a pair of goals in Keans'
losing effort. Tom Mullen and
Mike Griffin also scored a goal
each for Kean.
Kean played without three top
defensemen who are out with injuries and illness. Kean will meet
N.J.1.T. at the South Mountain
Arena in West Orange this
Thursday , Feb. 19th at 10:45 p.m.
Coach Tom O ' Donnells' three
stars for the Wagner game: Bob

123T
Kean
2046
Wagner
3249
Shots on Goal: Kean 37, Wagner
35:

The
Independent
Needs Sports Writers
Come In and
Meet Joe Sull ga
In CC- 119

KEAN CO~ LEGE
Student Organization. Inc.

Cofftmunication -_ Jle/p·
-~ tr:;:.

Monday thru Friday ..
9 a.m. • 1 a.m.

HOT.

-

LINE

ever, all of this is rapidly chang- nasecca , the former New York
ing thanks to the outstanding Nets coach . Carnasecca, a major
seasons three area collegiate vocal supporter of Eastern
teams are enjoying.
basketball is extremely proud of
The recent resurgence of his twice beaten Redmen.
interest in Eastern basketball is
One of their two losses came at
attributed to Rutgers, St. Johns the hands of Indiana (the
and Princeton Universities.
number one ranked team) by
The highest ranked Eastern~ two points in the final of the
team in the newswire polls is
Holiday festival. The game
Rutgers University. The Scarlet against still undefeated Indiana
Knights, ranked seventh, are was a complete sellout and a big
coached by Tom Young. At the
boost to the growing interest of
present time they are the second
Eastern basketball. The Redmen
highest scoring major college in are led by forward Beaver Smith,
the nation.
considered by many pro scouts
The
fast-breaking
Scarlet to be a high draft pick.
Knights are led by Phil Sellers
Last but not least, the other
and Mike Dabney averaging 21 · ranked team from the East is
and 19 points per game respecPrinceton University, the current
tively. Rutgers, 19-0 is being leader of the Ivy League. The
touted by many to be among the Tigers are coached by Peter
final four teams in the upcomCaril , a veteran college coach.
ing N.C.A.A. Tournament.
In Caril 's principles of coachIn each of their appearances at ing he puts an enormous amount
Madison Square Garden this of emphasis on the playing of
year they have drawn near capa- defense. Evidently, the Tigers
city crowds , with the climax be- have learned their lesson well , as
ing a recent sellout against West their number one defensive
Virginia. By the way, credit Mar- ranking indicates.
quette, the second ranked team
Princeton is led by 6'4" guard
in the nation, with an assist for
Armond Hill. Although Hill is
the sellout, they played Man- only averaging about fourteen
hattan in the second game of the points per game, the pro scouts
do ub le-header.
feel he is one of the top three
St. John's University, the guards in the nation . The scouts
twelfth ranked team in the especially like his defensive
nation is coached by Le·w Car- skills, speed and overall height
for a guard.
·
These teams are sure to be in
the N.C.A.A . Tourname n t.
Rutge rs is my pick to go the farthest. If you haven't seen the
Scarlet Knig hts play yet, se e a
game, before they play in the
N.C.A.A. Tournament, you will
defi nitely enjoy their brand of
-baske tball. All three te ams by
having excellent seasons have
once agai n drawn national attention to Eastern College basketball.

HAVE .A PROBLEM
289-2101 WANT TO. RAP
INFORMATION

Saturday thru Sunday (201) 527-2360
·2 p.m. - l a.m.
.
527-2330

&

REFERRALS
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Dorm Dweller Often
Seen As Cheated _T enant
(CPS-Just sign here on the
dotted line, the man with the key
says as he points to the dorm
contract. We' ll take care of
everything.
The unwitting student, who
has no choice but to sign, rarely
studies the contract to see what
he's getting from the university
in return for his rent. At most
places, the university is a more
temperamental landlord than
the stereo-typical student-cheatingJandlord, and is less bound by
local tenant-landlord law.
In most cities, landlords and
tenants must give each other
written notice by a specified time
before evicting or moving. In
many dorm contracts, the
university reserves the right to
move or evict the student at any
time for almost any reason.
Many dormitory contracts absolve the university from any respo nsi bi Ii t y
to student ' s
belongings if a fire or flood
results from poor maintenance
of the building. So if a student
loses his prized stereo to an electrical fire, he better hope his
parent's insurance will cover it.
When the chair in the entryway of an apartment building
is found ripped apart, the landlord doesn't bill his tenants for
the damage. Many univesities,
however, reserve the right to
assess damages to public areas to
all of the students who live in the
area even if everyone was at the
bar when it happened.
Most landlords do not have
the right to enter a tenant's
11partment without notice except
for emergencies. Many universities reserve the right to enter a
student's room for any purpose
without giving notice.
All of these stipulations were
written into the housing contract at the State University of
New York (SUNY) at Buffalo. In
addition, the SUNY contract

Voters Reject
(Continued from page 1)
circulating which stated that this
vote was a strike vote.
Union sources reported that
the report referred to by Bensen
had been distributed to all
faculty and staff; while admitting
to a possibility of a bad distribution. These sources also
stated that every attempt will be
made at consolidating support
within the bargaining unit
before any serious action is
taken.

allowed housing· officials to bill
for damages that were found in a
student's room without any
hearings or explanations.
And worst of all, the SUNY
contract made it impossible for a
student to break the contract
with the housing office even if
the university failed to carry out
its side of the contract in any way.
The SUNY Student State Association (SA), under the leadership of Student Affairs Director
Steve Schwartz, complained to
Univer~ity housing officials that a
r.cw contract should be drawn
up giving the student more
tenant rights. The housing office
"stalled" and then rejected the
students '
" ideal"
contract,
Schwartz said. At which point the
SA said they would be glad to
meet the housing office in court.
" We think we have a very
strong case," Schwartz said.
" This case could have long-term
precedents for other state
schools and could pave the way
for similar suits. "
The case, however, never got
to court. A lawyer for the state
decided to try to negotiate with
the SA lawyer out of court and
the decision is still pending.
Meanwhile, the Student Association of the State University
is forming a statewide committee to investigate the whole
question of housing contracts.

Apes Replace Curious Vapors
by Barbara Walcoff
The big pipe running parallel
to the bridge by the Campus
School is the replacement for the
curious flow of steam that had
been vaporizing there.
According to Paul Gociljak,
engineer in charge of the Physical Plant and Maintanence, a
new steam and condensate
return line has been installed.
This line provides heat for

Weiss Delivers Address
(Continued from page I)
last year and made more complicated by additional mandated State costs. The funding
level for the Colleges can only be
improved by convincing the
members of the New Jersey State
Senate and Assembly that opportunities for higher education in
New Jersey are indeed of high
priority and require sufficient
support to maintain necessary
quality academic opportunities
accessible to the citizens of the
State.
The impact on Kean of the
proposed budget cuts is real and
devastating. Likely results will be
reduction in enrollment opportunities of approximately sixteen
per cent below this academic
year. Reduced funding will result
in a reduction in the Faculty by
about seventeen per cent-one
out of six positions currently
allocated to the College. Our
Faculty has been carefully
developed over the past several
years to bring a wide range of

O'Donnell Elected to Post

talent to Kean to support forty
graduate and undergraduate
major programs. The proposed
austerity budget will 'diminish
the Faculty to the extent that the
impact will be felt for years to
come.
Nev~r in the history of the
College has the potential been
brighter-never has the College
faced grimmer prospects. Without legislature action to return
rea_sonable financial support to
the Governor's proposed budget
for
higher
education,
the
College will be forced to cut
student
enrollment ,
faculty
resources , and quality of services.
Certainly the citizens of the
State deserve an excellent system
of public higher education. Certainly, as one of the richest States
in the nation, New Jersey can
provide the resources necessary
to provide the quality and opportunity for higher education
its citizens justly deserve.

The Indy
Needs
Photographers

D' Angola Gym, the entire Campus School complex, the New
Administrative Building, Bruce
Hall and Townsend Hall.
A need for this new Ii ne was
detected when the condensate
return Ii ne under the creek
began leaking. This eventually
lead to a leak in the steam pipes.
Goceljak could not pinpoint
any one cause for the leaks, but
cited several contributing factors. He called attention to wear
on the pipes with age, the creek
running over the pipes , chemical
reactions , electrolysis and the
expansion-contraction
effect
upon the pipes.
The line will now run above
ground thereby eliminating

some of the conditions that contributed to the wear on the
original pipes .
Goceljak said that the proj-ect
was originally due to be completed last August but due to
parts that were needed and just
recently were delivered, the
completion date had to be
moved up.
This leak forced the boiler to
put out an abnormally large
amount of steam in order to
keep the buildings at a normal
temperature .
"In the end," Goceljak concluded , 'we will be saving. We'll
use less water, less fuel and there
will be less of a strain on our
boiler."

Passi Fail _Option to Close
A matriculated student is good
academic standing who has
earned at least 30 semester hours
of credit may, at any time before
graduation, select a maximum of
six courses from free electives, to
be taken on a Pass/Fail basis .
Academic credit is granted only
for courses where the earned
grade is " P." The cumulative
grade-point average is not
affected by work done on a
Pass/Fail basis . A grade of " P"
will be interpreted as achievement at the level of " C" or
better. A grade of " U" will
represent failure.
During the regular fall and spring semesters matriculated students may elect the Pass/ Fail option at the time of initial registration. After registration ,
students may change into or out
of the Pass/Fail option at any
time during the first three weeks
of classes.
The last day to change into or
out of the Pass/Fail option for the
Spring 1976 semester is Friday,
February 20, 1976. Students must

complete a "Pass/Fail-Lettergrade Option form" in the
Registrar's
Office
(Administration Building, first floor)
on or before this date.

Diseases
(Continued from page 3)
research, testing, counseling and
education and information services for the complete range of
genetic diseases. It establishes a
coordinated research and treatment effort, with special emphasis on existing, ongoing programs-such as Sickle Cell
Anemia , Cooley's Anemia , and
hemophilia . The bulk of the
funds will go into research efforts .
Rather than continuing past
practices of passing piecemeal
legislation, genetic disorder we
must now be recognized for
what they are-a major nationwide health problem deserving
an intelligent, rational , and
unified national effort to control
them .

Tuition Hikes Somber Mood
(Continued from page/)

Mike Rakowski

The National Network of Hotlines and Crisis Centers met in
Washington D.C. during the last
weekend in January in marathon strategy sessions to map out
future directions of Hotlines and
Crisis Centers across the nation.
Mr. Tom O'Donnell, President of
the New Jersey Hotline Association and Director of the
Kean College Hotline Program,
was elected Coordinator of the
Eastern Region. He will be
organizing states in the four
Federal Region Areas, to establish Hotline Associations such
as the one in New Jersey. Mr.
O'Donnell will also encourage
Hotlines to take a more active
role in Avocacy of Public

Opinion , which was one of the
primary goals mapped out at the
National meeting.
Mr. O'Donnell also proposed
a tri-region plan for the National
Association which was
unanimously adopted . He
strived the importance for HotIi nes to ban together in an effort
to assure quality service and
public support in an effort to obtain more federal funding.
The Nati.anal Network of HotIi nes will be working in coordination with the National Youth
Alternatives Project in an effort
to strengthen the various Crisis
Intervention programs across
the United States .

with the 80 faculty members,
about 1,000 students would be
cut from the school to stretch
available money farther.
A letter to the editor of the
Trenton Signal, the student
newspaper, denJed the cost
hike and cutbacks are reflecting
" the trend in higher education
that is going to make it available
only to the rich, as it used to be."
An angry crowd gathered outside a regents meeting at Kent
State University in Ohio earlier
thi s month, protesting a $45 per
year tuition increase . A shoving
match broke out between
students and a regent attem piing to enter the meet ing room .
Six campus police held about 60
protesters back, but the short
scuffle sent one policeman to the
hospital with bruises.

Student:; at
Kent State
suggested that instead of raising
tuition, the regents put a $25,000
ceiling on salaries and consider
trimming the amount of money
going to intercollegiate athletics .
Meanwhile in Illinois, blacks
and other minorities are embittered following a suggested
tuition increase that would have
students paying one-third of
their educational costs. Black
spokesmen caHed the tuition increases an "immediate disaster
for blacks and ot her minorities."
A long range tuition plan for
the state's public colleges would
increase wition by over $300 in
three years. Soaring tuition along
with halts in expansion of
fa cilities and hiring threaten to
" completel y gut what advances ·
blacks and latinos have made in
higher education, '.' according to
black StiJte Senator Richard

Newhouse.
Other colleges and universities will probably be keeping
any tuition increases under their
hats until later this spring, after
regents and administrators have
a chance to figure out the
difference
between
their
proposed budgets and the
amount state legislators have actually given them. But if private
sc:10ols' proposed tuitions are
any indication , the outlook
won ' t be good.
Private institutions that have
announced tuition increases for
next year are upping the ante
about 8 to 10 per cent. Total
educational costs at Princeton
will go up 8 per cent , Harvard is
jumping 8.4 per cent 10 $6,430,
Dartmouth will be up 10.8 per
cent and the University of
Souther California about 9.3 per
cent.

